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SUMMARY:

A case of subarachnoid ependymal (epithelial) cyst is described. It was located in the frontoparietal lobe of
the brain. was lined with cuboidal epithelial cells. and had no communication with the ventricular system. The
only clinical sign was epilepsy. Diagnosis was demonstrated by computerized tomography (CT). The cyst was
removed and communication was created with the subarachnoid space. This rarepathology is discussed together
with a review of the literature.
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INTRODUCTION

Ependymal cysts lacking communication with the
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)pathways have been observed throughout the nervous system (12).Supratentorial
ependymal cysts are rare entities that may occur in
either an intracerebral or a subarachnoid location
(1.2.3.5.6,8,9.10.13.14.20). In 1979, Markwalder and
Zimmermann reviewed 21 reported cases of intracerebral or convexity ependymal-lined cysts
without communication with the subarachnoid space.
and added one case of their own. There have been
3 additional cases. 1 reported by Haddad et al. (7)in
1982, 1 reported by Pearl et al. (15) in 1982 and 1
reported by Oro et al. (12)in 1983. bringing the total
number to date to 24. We present an additional case
of an ependymal cyst. and review the previously
reported cases of supratentorial ependymal cysts with
emphasis on treatment and results.
CASE REPORT.

A 25 year-old man was admitted to our clinic with
a 6-month history of headache and generalised epilepsy. There was no previous history of significant head
trauma. infection or other central nervous system
(CNS) disorder.
The general
physical
examination
was
unremarkable. A neurological examination revealed
no abnormalities of cranial nerve function. and sensory. motor. cerebellar. and reflex testing were normal. There was no evidence of papilledema.
Laboratory investigations revealed no abnormality.
Serological tests for hydatid disease were normal.
Skull and chest x-ray films were uneventful. EEGwas
normal. Ultrasonography of the abdomen was normal. A Computed tomography (CT)scan revealed a

left frontoparietal.
(fig 1).

non-enhancing extra axial cyst

A left frontoparietal craniotomy was performed.
The duramater over the left cerebral hemisphere was
tense and fluctuating on palpation. When the dura
was opened. a thin walled cyst ruptured. The cyst
wall presented on the cortical surface in the left frontoparietal
region.
It consisted
of a thin
translucent membrane. continuous with the pia
arachnoid but not communicating
with the
subarachnoid space. The cyst contained CSF-lik~clear
fluid and compressed the surrounding brain tissue.
Cyst fluid was aspirated and the cyst was resected.
subtotally. creating free communication with the
subarachnoid space.
The postoperative period was uneventful. At examination 8 months after surgery. he was doing well.
Light microscopic examination of the cyst wall
revealed a layer of loose collageneous tissue lined by
a single layer of cuboidal epithelial-ependymal cells.
In some areas, however.
the cells had a
pseudo stratified appearance. No alia were identified
(fig 2-3).
DISCUSSION

Ependymal cysts related to the subarachnoid
space have been reported in the parasaggital region.
about the Sylvian fissure and in the basal
subarachnoid asterns and posterior fossa (2.9.14.20).
Intracerebral examples have been found chiefly in the
cerebral hemispheres. although they have also been
reported in the thalamus. quadrigeminal plate. and
cerebellar vermis (2,4.9.10.14.20). Analysis of these
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history generaly lasting less than 2 years before
diagnosis. The cysts are large, most being at least 4
cm. in diameter. The fluid in the cysts was clear in
nearly half of the reported cases. In others, it was
opalescent. milky or turbid. The lining consisted of
flattened to cuboidal or columnar cells. In approximately half of the cases apical cilia have been
observed.

Fig 1. Contrast enhanced CT scan. A non-enhancing low
density mass lesion is present in the left frontoparietal region. The density of the lesion resembles
that of cerebrospinal fluid. The shape. smooth contour, and density of the mass imply a fluid-filled cyst.

Fig 2 : Part of cyst wall lined by pseudostratified cuboidal
ependymal lying upon loose connective tissue. H. and
E.X440.

cases reveals that they appear in adult life
(2.3.5,6,8,9.10.13.14,20).The youngest case was a fourmonth -old infant reported by Haddad et al. in 1982
(7). They generally occur in females, with a 3:1
preference, and are most commonly located in the
frontal or frontoparietal region (15). The most common presenting symptom is seizures, followed by
headache and loss of consciousness with the clinical
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The origin of epithelial cysts related to the central nervous system is still debated. It is generally
thought that they result from a developmental defect.
although the mechanism of origin is unknown. One
theory holds that the cysts arise from ependymal rests
that have become displaced into the cerebral
substance and subarachnoid space during embryonal
development. Displacement may have been caused
by malformation of the mante layer or by punching
off a diverticulum resulting in an isolated ependymal
cavity (2,3,6,8,9,14,20) or by differentiation
spongioblastic cells into ependyma about a primary
encephaloclastic intracerebral defect occuring in early faeta 1 life (17). Haterotopic glial nests, some containing ependymal lined canals, are reported defects
of the central nervous system (16).Friede and Ya~argil
prefer the theory of displacement of a segment of the
wall of the neural tube into the brain substance or
subarachnoid space with consecutive development
of a pure intracerebral cyst or a cyst which maintains
its communication with the CSF - space (5).An alternate hypothesis, however, is that the different forms
of cysts may be of differing origin, arising from
heterotopic or embriyologically displaced epithelium,
as has been proposed for all "neuroepithelial"
cysts (19).The clinical course suggests that these cyst
expand. althoung the cause of expansion is unknown.
Jakubiak and co-workers suggested that the
hyperosmolality of the cyst fluid draws water from
the surrounding tissue into the cyst causing it to
enlarge; the four-fold elevation of protein in the contents of the cyts was used as evidence (8). However
it is difficult to explain why the protein level should
rise in later life, and if it is high from the onset. why
it does not draw in fluid early in life. Meanwhile, in
some cases cyst fluid does not have elevated protein.
Active seaetion of fluid into the cyst by the epithelial
cell lining is another possibility (5,6.8). However, it
does not explain why the secretion should occur
many years after the assumed formation of the cyst.
Our case seems to resemble the 24 supratentorial
neuroepithelial cysts reported in the literature. There
seems to be a close relationship to the cases reported
by Tandon et al.. Ghatak et al. and Friede et al.
(5,6,20).
From the therapeutic point of view, various
treatments have been suggested. These have included repeated aspiration, partial or if it is possible, total
exdsion. and shunting (2.5,9.13.14.17.19,20).The goal

Fig 3. Another section of zone the cyst wall is showing cuboidal epithelium and loose connective tissue.

of treatment is to provide adequate communication
of the cyst with the CSF patways. Aspiration is not
practical because of the need for repeated therapy.
Total excision of the cyst is often not possible. The
majority of supratentorial lesions have been treated
with subtotal resection unroofing the cyst to create
communication with either the ventricles or the
subarachnoid
space (4,5.10,14.20). Although
reepithelisation may occur after partial resection, it
is infrequent (9.10,11.18).In our case the cyst wall was
resected subtotally and created communication with
the CSF space. Various shunting procedures with or
without cyst wall resection have also been used
(15.18).
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